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Introduction

● Over a year working directly with the 
Spellbreak community

● Assisted multiple small studios in ramping 
up their social media presence, 
establishing a brand tone, and crafting 
positive spaces for their fans

● Ran communities on Twitch and Discord



What Are We Solving For?
Persistent Negative Activity

Potential Sources of Negative Activity:

● Poorly Received Content Updates
● Communication Issues
● Unexpected Player Experiences



Key Takeaways
Be confident in a foundation of communication strategies to address 
unwanted negative activity on your social pages.

Have a clear roadmap to identifying your communication style and strengths.

Retain a mental scale for determining what kind of communication can suit 
unexpected negativity the best for the circumstances.



What Style is Most Appropriate for you?
There are many “right” ways to engage with, and grow, your community.

Consider these brand tones

● Wendy’s (very sassy)
● Fall Guys (self deprecating/memer)
● Xbox (comedic)
● Spellbreak (enthusiastic)



Consider Your Strengths

What is your team good at conveying in 
written communications?

● Humor
● Clapbacks
● Wholesomeness
● Enthusiasm
● Empathy



Consider Your Demographic

Finding your target audience can help 
further narrow your brand tone

● Age range (<18, 18-35, 35-45, 45+)
● Core gamers
● Families
● Genre stans
● International



Don’t be Afraid
No matter what you choose, there will be players out there that like your tone.

Make sure your tone is attracting audiences that you want to engage with and 
be associated with your brand.

You don’t have to accomodate bad actors. Don’t let them convince you 
otherwise.



Reward Your Allies
Advocates and positive voices are your bread and butter, no matter the 
audience or tone.

Reward those that can go toe to toe with you in a sassy back and forth, that 
share wholesome fan art, that respond to your puns with more puns. 
Rewarding behavior you want to see is fundamental to getting more of it.



Titles We Are Looking At



Solutions - Introduction

There is no best or worst here. Direct is not “better” than subtle, and vise versa. It is not a 
moral scale. We are not talking about right and wrong ways here; only proven options.



Make a Public Statement

Benefits

● Publicly acknowledging the pain point and committing to addressing it can 
be enough for a lot of consumers

● Can buy time for internal processes to finalize a solution
● Shareable



Example of a Public Statement



Increased Transparency

Benefits

● Increase understanding
● Garner goodwill
● Re-establish expectations
● Re-target desired demo



Example of Increased Transparency



Shift Focus

Benefits

● Bring temperature reducing topics to the forefront
● Enable community to provide constructive feedback
● Protect new users



Example of Shifting Focus



Boost Positive Voices

Benefits

● Reward positive engagement
● Establish baseline for direct engagement
● Turn players/creators into advocates



Example of Boosting Positive Voices



Allow Community Pushback

Benefits

● Players can defend your product more fiercely than your brand
● Shows a passionate, positive sect of the community
● Breaks up negative discourse
● Turn advocates into superfans



Example of Allowing Community Pushback



Consider the Spectrum

These are just some of many communications options you can employ along 
this spectrum.

Always consider what kind of method would best suit the needs of your 
community before publishing.



Your Takeaways
A meter for putting communication strategies into perspective and concrete 
examples of how to employ each one

Introduction to identifying who your audience is and how to talk to them.

Feel empowered to take on unexpected communication challenges in 
productive, purposeful ways



Thank You
Email: choglund@proletariat.com

Twitter: @awesomehylian
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